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Reg and Roger are Mins, not identical, but Mo sides a/the same coin. 
"Rats! Reg ordered no pot-top! " Otto pondered Roger's tar. 
"Reg ordered nets," tendered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Panamanian aid, Diana, in Amana," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez nor bronze," pondered Roger 
"Reg ordered no Pez or fig I froze! " pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez or fire, no boner I froze!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez or fish. Tab ' s baths I froze!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez or fizz. I froze!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez, Odie. I doze," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez, a map or prop, a maze," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez, agreed? Deer gaze," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez. A man, a can, a maze," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Pez. Aging, is Edsel a sales design? I gaze," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Polish silo," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Prego, Roger," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Prell or a roller," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Prell or an ore-leveler on a roller," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Prell or an ore-paper on a roller," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no Prell or wet-stew roller," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pail , eh? Pose no bones, Ophelia! " pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pallets, Stella," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no panels, Lena," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no parody, Dora," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no patina, Anita, " pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pear did Rae?" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pedal-blade," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pedals did Slade?" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pedals, Madam." Slade pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pedals, Slade," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pedigreed deer, Gide," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peels, Lee," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peer, Tony no tree," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peewee," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pellets, Estelle," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no penile pipeline," pondered Roger. 
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"Reg ordered no peninsula, eh? Heal us nine!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peon-act. I bit canoe," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peon-act. I hit canoe," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no people to Hotel Poe," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pe o-ho e," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pe 0, Jo e," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peso, no naval lava, no nose,' pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peso, no egro gone to vote, no gorge," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peso, no, no bone, no Bono-nose!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peso, no nose," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no peso, no note-veto, no no e," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no petal-plate," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no petals, tips " I li sp. "It 's late," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pets. A waste!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pheasant at ASA, eh?" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pianist at Sinai?" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pies, lona! " Ed, Amy made a noise. I pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no piles, mad dam el!" I pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pipeT' "Yep.' I pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pipe yet J mail Eli a mite ." "Yep, I pondered Roger! " 
"Reg ordered no plaid dial ," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no plan. GJ's I signal," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no plebe-rebel ," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no plots. J pass an ass a pistol " pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no plots . I paw a pistol ," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pond I did no! " pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pone, Leno," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no poo-poo," pondered Roger. 
, Reg ordered no potato," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no potto," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prawn-war," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pre-dawn wader " pondered R ger. 
"Reg ordered no pre-goober-aware booger," pondered R g r. 
"Reg ordered no pre-sa le la er," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pre-war dres er drawer," pond r d R g r. 
"Reg ordered no prepaid diaper," order d Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prepaper ore-paper," pond red Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prepap r," pondered Rog r. 
"Reg ordered no presser," ponder d Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pri on-gag no, ir!' p ndcr 'd I ogcr. 
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"Reg ordered no prison-gang, aha! Did a hag nag? No, Sir!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prison-poop no, Sir!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prisoner." "I see, Sire!" "No, Sir!" pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prod-odor," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prone tenor," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prong. I see, Signor," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no prong, is no monsignor," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no protagonist (it's I!), no gator," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no pro-tide editor," pondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wagga-wagga?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no waiter-cult, Lucretia?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wallet, Ella?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wand, Edna?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wapiti, Pa?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wart, no contra?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no water, Greta?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wave, Eva?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no waves, Eva?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no web, Abe?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wee-wee?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wee?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no welt, Sir. Gristle?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wet agate?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wet ape-pate?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wet sap-paste?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wet saw-waste?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wet Urbana brute?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no whore, no boner." "Oh?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no whore-tooter." "Oh?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wide bed." "I wondered, Roger! " 
"Reg ordered no wig." " I wondered." - Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wine-pot open." I wondered. "Roger?" 
"Reg ordered no wines, Ira." "Sire, no boner is arisen." "I wondered." --Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wing. I sat. Is it a sign, I wondered?" - Roger. 
' Reg ordered no wing. Is Ed not so lost on design? I wondered." - Roger. 
, Reg ordered no wing. Is a sad Edna sanded as a sign, I wondered?" -Roger. 
"Reg ordered now no torpedos; I pelletize Pez, I tell episode. Proton?" wondered Roger. 
Reg ordered now wet stew? wondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no wren-bag, Abner? ' wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wrens, Asner?" wondered Roger. 
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"Reg ordered no wren-traps, partner?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered no wrist-radio. Yakima Sam I kayo. I dart, Sir?" wondered Roger. 
"Reg ordered rope; Ed sits in a grove, Bev! Organist is deep," ordered Roger. 
"Reg ordered rope; Ed's deep! " ordered Roger. 
"Reg ordered roses run , nurses!" ordered Roger. 
"Reg ordered rot!" ordered Roger. 
"Reg ordered rum," I say, "as I murdered Roger. 
"Reg ordered? No!" wondered Roger. 
"Sit on Otis," Reg ordered Roger, "Sit on Otis! " 
Reg ordered Rod as Dad, sad, ordered Roger. 
Reg ordered Rod? No, Bond ordered Roger. 
Reg ordered Roger. 
Reg ordered Roger; Greg ordered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pew-tubs, but we pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pews as we pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pie; I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pig. I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pill. I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pin . I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pine-posts open; I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pistol-plots; I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pit. I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pita, Sis. As I sat, I pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no pitas. I sat; 1 pondered Roger. 
Reg ordered no wig, no gong. I wondered: Roger? 
Reg ordered rum and Edna murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered rum as Asa murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered rum, Sir. Iris murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered rum, but Stub murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered rum-pits as Tip murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered rum. I murdered Roger. 
Reg ordered. "No wing I serve, Bev." "Resign?" wondered Roger. 
Reg ordered . "No, Peg! Uh stiff it's stiff it 's huge," pondered Roger. 
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